
Passive smoking in relation to lung
cancer incidence and histologic types in
Norwegian adults: the HUNT study

To the Editor:

Passive smoking has been proposed as a risk factor for lung cancer. The increased risks for lung cancer
overall and different histologic types in relation to passive smoking were demonstrated in two
meta-analytical studies [1, 2], in which the included studies were mostly case–control designs, which are
subject to recall bias. To date, there have been a limited number of prospective studies on passive smoking
in relation to lung cancer incidence, most of which included only never-smoking women [3–5]. There is
also a lack of longitudinal investigations concerning the influence of passive smoking on different
histologic types of lung cancer. We aimed to evaluate the influences of passive smoking during childhood
and adulthood on the development of lung cancer and histologic types in a long-term follow-up cohort,
and to assess possible sex-related differences in the association.

We used the Nord-Trøndelag Health Survey 2 (HUNT2), conducted in 1995–1997, including 65229
participants aged 20 years or older. Exposure and other baseline variables were collected by referring to
the questionnaires or clinical examinations conducted in HUNT2. Participants were grouped into four
passive smoking categories (never, in childhood only, in adulthood only, in both periods) based on two
questions – i.e. “Did any of the adults smoke indoors where you grew up?”, and “After you were 20 years
old, do you live or have you lived with daily smoker(s)?” Using the unique 11-digit personal identification
number, the HUNT2 population data were linked with data from the Cancer Registry of Norway. The
ICD-10 (Tenth Revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems) topography codes used for registration of lung cancer were C33–C34 [6]. Histologic types were
classified according to the International Classification of Diseases of Oncology (ICD-O) [7]. We excluded
subjects with missing information on active or passive smoking (n=2300), subjects with ever cancer
reported in HUNT2 (n=6144), or lung cancer cases diagnosed before the participation date in HUNT2
(n=13), leaving 56772 subjects remaining in the current analyses.

Competing-risks regression models were applied to estimate the subdistribution hazard ratios (SHRs) with
95% confidence intervals for lung cancer overall and histologic types in association with passive smoking
[8]. Death due to other reasons and the other lung cancer subtypes were considered as competing events
when one subtype was evaluated. Person-years (PY) were calculated from the date of participation in
HUNT2 to the date when lung cancer was diagnosed, death occurred due to other reasons, the person
emigrated out of Norway or follow-up ended (December 31, 2014), whichever occurred first. None of the
variables showed evidence against the proportional hazards assumption.

In Model 1, the value of pack-years of active smoking was adjusted. In Model 2, age, sex, family history of
cancer, education and economic difficulties were adjusted in addition to pack-years of active smoking.
Model 3 adjusted for body mass index (BMI), physical activity, alcohol consumption and chronic
bronchitis in addition to the variables included in Model 2. Lifestyle factors such as BMI, physical activity
and alcohol consumption tend to cluster together, but their association with lung cancer is not yet
confirmed. Chronic bronchitis might be either a confounder or in the causal pathway between passive
smoking and lung cancer. Results from Model 2 were thus presented as the main findings. The potential
effect modification by sex or active smoking status was evaluated by the Wald test. All statistical analyses
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were performed using Stata/SE 13.1 software. The study was approved by the Regional Committee for
Medical Research Ethics.

Among the 56772 subjects with a median follow-up time of 18.2 years, 692 subjects were diagnosed with
lung cancer, 10601subjects died owing to other reasons, and 228 subjects emigrated out of the country. All
three passive smoking groups had significantly increased incidence of lung cancer overall (table 1), with
the SHR being 1.50 for the passive smoking in childhood only group, 1.50 for the adulthood only group
and 1.52 for the both periods group (Model 2). The incidence appeared to increase for both small cell
lung cancer (SCLC) and nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in all the three passive smoking groups, but
the 95% confidence intervals were much wider for SCLC owing to the smaller number of cases. Regarding
NSCLC, stronger associations were observed for squamous cell carcinoma (SHRs 2.65–3.05 across the
passive smoking groups in Model 2) than for adenocarcinoma (SHRs 1.44–1.61). No statistically
significant modification by sex or active smoking status was observed for either lung cancer overall or
different histologic types.

In this prospective cohort study, we found that the three passive smoking groups (passive smoking in
childhood only, in adulthood only, and in both periods) were associated with a 50–52% increased risk of
lung cancer overall after adjustment for active smoking and other confounders. The risks appeared
stronger for SCLC and squamous cell carcinoma but weaker for adenocarcinoma.

Both of the aforementioned meta-analysis articles, including mostly the case–control studies, demonstrated
an approximate 30% increased risk of lung cancer associated with passive smoking in never-smokers
[1, 2]. The difference in the magnitude of the observed association in our study may be due to the
difference in study design and possible residual confounding of active smoking. However, passive smoking
in adulthood only and in both periods in never-smokers in our study was associated with a greater than
50% increased risk for lung cancer, although this figure was not statistically significant owing to the

TABLE 1 The association of passive smoking with lung cancer overall and histologic types in different models

Passive smoking group Cases
n

Incidence rate
100000 person-years

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

SHR 95% CI SHR 95% CI SHR 95% CI

Lung cancer overall 692#

Never 48 27.3 1.00 1.00 1.00
Childhood only 70 32.1 1.15 (0.79–1.66) 1.50 (1.04–2.18) 1.50 (1.04–2.18)
Adulthood only 176 118.0 1.70 (1.22–2.37) 1.50 (1.08–2.08) 1.50 (1.08–2.07)
Both periods 398 96.6 1.33 (0.97–1.83) 1.52 (1.11–2.09) 1.51 (1.10–2.08)

SCLC 89
Never 3 1.7 1.00 1.00 1.00
Childhood only 10 4.6 2.54 (0.70–9.23) 2.96 (0.81–10.89) 2.91 (0.79–10.74)
Adulthood only 24 16.1 3.03 (0.90–10.24) 2.39 (0.72–7.95) 2.31 (0.69–7.72)
Both periods 52 12.6 2.24 (0.69–7.31) 2.22 (0.67–7.35) 2.17 (0.65–7.20)

NSCLC 421¶

Never 22 12.5 1.00 1.00 1.00
Childhood only 46 21.1 1.65 (1.00–2.74) 2.06 (1.23–3.43) 2.06 (1.23–3.43)
Adulthood only 99 66.4 2.16 (1.35–3.46) 1.91 (1.20–3.05) 1.91 (1.20–3.05)
Both periods 254 61.6 1.93 (1.24–3.01) 2.11 (1.35–3.31) 2.10 (1.34–3.29)

Adenocarcinoma 189
Never 13 7.4 1.00 1.00 1.00
Childhood only 22 10.1 1.32 (0.67–2.62) 1.61 (0.81–3.19) 1.58 (0.80–3.14)
Adulthood only 44 29.5 1.70 (0.91–3.17) 1.44 (0.77–2.69) 1.44 (0.77–2.68)
Both periods 110 26.7 1.49 (0.83–2.67) 1.54 (0.86–2.76) 1.50 (0.83–2.71)

Squamous cell carcinoma 136
Never 5 2.8 1.00 1.00 1.00
Childhood only 15 6.9 2.38 (0.86–6.56) 3.05 (1.08–8.57) 3.12 (1.12–8.71)
Adulthood only 32 21.5 2.74 (1.03–7.27) 2.65 (1.00–7.02) 2.69 (1.01–7.12)
Both periods 84 20.4 2.49 (0.97–6.38) 2.99 (1.15–7.77) 3.04 (1.18–7.85)

Model 1 was adjusted for pack-years of active smoking daily. Model 2 was adjusted for sex, age, family history of cancer, education and
economic difficulties in addition to the variables included in Model 1. Model 3 was adjusted for body mass index, physical activity, alcohol
consumption and chronic bronchitis at baseline in addition to the variables included in Model 2. SHR: subdistribution hazard ratio; SCLC: small
cell lung cancer; NSCLC: nonsmall cell lung cancer. #: including 182 unknown types; ¶: including 20 other types and 76 unknown NSCLC.
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smaller number of cases (data not shown). In our study no significant effect modification by sex was
observed for either lung cancer overall or histologic types, which is in agreement with the meta-analysis of
case–control studies [1]. This also confirms a previous prospective study suggesting that men and women
are equally susceptible to tobacco carcinogens in the lung [9]. SCLC and squamous cell carcinoma are
mainly located in the large bronchi [10], and it is reasonable to assume that the proximal sites in the
respiratory tract are more intensely exposed to tobacco smoke particles than the peripheral sites [1].

There may be decades of delay between the initiation of smoking exposure and lung cancer incidence [11].
The association presented in the current study generally reflected the situation before the time that more
restrictive measures on smoking in public places in the Norwegian Tobacco Act were enacted in the
middle of the 1990s [12]. However, passive smoking is still prevalent in many other countries [13–15].
Thus, it is important to continue disseminating the message about the potential hazards of passive
smoking and promoting smoking cessation to reduce lung cancer incidence to the largest extent possible.

This study has several potential limitations. First, misclassification due to inaccuracies in the self-reporting
of passive smoking is a concern. Although exposure information was collected before the diagnosis of lung
cancer and differential misclassification was less likely, association estimates should be interpreted with
caution. Second, our passive smoking status reflected mainly at-home exposure, but not the total exposure.
Third, one possible explanation for the non-observed cumulative effect of passive smoking in both periods
may be the lack of information on the quantitative characteristic of exposure to passive smoking, such as
duration and amount. Nevertheless, our study is one of the first prospective cohort studies to investigate
the association between passive smoking with lung cancer overall and major histologic types in both men
and women.

In conclusion, in this long-term prospective study we found that childhood and adulthood reported
exposure to passive smoking was associated with an increased risk of lung cancer in both men and
women. The risks appeared stronger for SCLC and squamous cell carcinoma but weaker for
adenocarcinoma.
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